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The Web of Science Group has been pioneering 
the world of research for more than 60 years, 
and powering innovation across the research 
ecosystem with best-in-class data, discovery, 
analytics, and tools  

The Web of 
Science Group

ISI
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How do you explore the literature?

• You read a paper that’s useful to you. Then?

Key Question for all scholars:

How do you find other related (new and old) papers?

But you can only 

find older papers, 

never newer ones.



Keywords search is easy but often less robust than you think

Water Spinach

Kang Kong

Phak Bung

Same plant but different names!



What is a citation?

• A citation is a reference to other published 

materials

• A citation index is a database that captures all 

references of items, allowing the user to easily 

establish which later documents cite which earlier 

documents

What this means to you:

Using the citation index, you can easily find older 

and newer RELATED papers.



Citation linkages help you find related materials 
efficiently

Cited 
References

Cited 
References

Times 
Cited

Times 
Cited

Look back through Cited 
References on how this idea 

was developed

Look forward through 
Citations to see how this 
paper lead to new ideas

Related 
Records

When papers share 
references, they share a 

common focus (eg, 
topic, subject, etc)



Example of how using citation index helps you retrieve 
better information

This item has been referenced by 1 other paper.

What this means:

A more recent paper has used this paper in some way. 

You should find out!

Look at the bibliography of the 

papers quickly without reading 

the full paper.

Find related 

papers in a 

click



Using a citation index, you can navigate BOTH forward 
and backward in literature

A 1979 article 
on “sodium 
heparin”

A 1996 Conference 
Proceeding paper on 
“low molecular 
weight heparin”

Cited by

1976 Meeting 
Abstract on the 
“anticoagulant effect 
of heparin”

A 2015 Highly Cited 
paper on “venous 
thromboembolic
disease”

Cited by

A 1985 Review on 
“acute venous 
thromboembolism”

A 2015 Article on“Heparin 
sodium salt form used for 
dermal applications”

2001 Article on 
“lithium heparin”

Citing various references

Full text from publisher, ordering service, open access
resources or Google Scholar.

External External ExternalExternal



What do these have in common?

All of them exists in 
overwhelming numbers!



9600 Journals 2400 Journals

How many 
journals do 
you need? 80% of all citations came 

from just 2,400 journals

Source: Journal Citation Reports 2016

Bradford’s Law: A relatively small number of journals publish the

majority of significant scholarly results

Bradford, S.C., Sources of information on specific subjects. Engineering: An Illustrated Weekly Journal

1934. 137: p. 85-86.



The Web of Science Core Collection
A trusted, high quality selection of journals, books and conference proceedings



The Web of Science Core Collection is designed to be 
selective in coverage

200,000+
Conference records

~21,000
Total journals in
Core Collection

100,000+

65 Million
Source Items

1 Billion+

Backfiles to 1900
With cover-to-cover 
indexing

Books

Cited References
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Web of Science 
Core Collection

Emerging Sources Citation Index
Science Citation Index Expanded
Arts & Humanities Citation Index

Conference Proceedings 
Citation Index

Book Citation Index
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The Web of 
Science Core 
Collection

The Heart of the 
Web of Science 
Platform

The Web of Science Core Collection is a trusted, high quality collection
of journals, books and conference proceedings

Curated by a professional and publisher-neutral 
expert team of in-house Web of Science editors
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The Web of 
Science Core 
Collection

The Heart of the 
Web of Science 
Platform

The Web of Science Core Collection is a trusted, high quality collection
of journals, books and conference proceedings

From a researcher perspective this significantly reduces search costs



Editorial workflow
Improving speed and transparency through an updated journal evaluation process
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 ISSN
 Journal Title
 Journal Publisher
 URL (online 

journals)
 Content Access
 Presence of Peer 

Review Policy 
 Contact Details

 Scholarly content
 Article Titles and Article Abstracts in English
 Bibliographic Information in Roman Script
 Clarity of language
 Timeliness and/or Publication Volume
 Website Functionality/Journal format
 Presence of Ethics Statements
 Editorial Affiliation Details
 Author Affiliation Details

 Editorial Board Composition
 Validity of Statements
 Peer Review
 Content Relevance
 Grant Support Details
 Adherence to Community Standards
 Author Distribution
 Appropriate Citations to the Literature

 Comparative Citation 
Analysis

 Author Citation 
Analysis

 EBM Citation Analysis
 Content Significance

Online 
Submission Form

In-house Web of Science Editors

Initial Triage Editorial Triage Editorial Evaluation1 2 3

Submission cannot 
be completed 

• Re-submission 
welcome as soon 
as issues have 
been resolved

Failed editorial triage

• Re-submission welcome as soon as issues 
have been resolved

Failed editorial quality evaluation

• Re-submission subject to embargo of at least two 
years

Failed editorial impact 
evaluation

• Entry/continued 
coverage in ESCI

• Re-evaluation subject 
to embargo of two 
years

Unsuccessful outcomes

Enters ESCI and is evaluated for impact Enters SCIE/SSCI/AHCI
Starts editorial 

triage
Starts editorial evaluation

Successful outcomes

Quality criteria Impact criteria
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The definitive resource for trusted Open Access
Helping the research community discover, evaluate and access high-quality Open Access content

October 2018 - AssessmentDecember 2017 - DiscoveryAn unbiased view of Open Access

Discover and access trusted peer-
reviewed OA with confidence – and find 
non-predatory OA journals to publish in

Extend your full text budget with 
seamless access to millions of OA articles

Understand the impact of your 
institution's investment in Open Access

Clarivate provided initial grant to non-profit 
Impactstory to improve their OA detection 

and versioning technology for Web of 
Science users and the community



Demo
www.webofscience.com
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Researchers Use 
Cases

• Find additional keywords to search

– Use “Keywords” and “Keywords Plus” from a related paper

• Finding Related Information

– Use “View Related Records” Function

• Finding Classic Important Papers

– Sort search results by “Times Cited”

• Finding Recently Popular Papers

– Sort search results by “Usage Count Last 180 Days”



Researchers Use 
Cases

• Find right journals for your papers

– Analyze topic search results by “Source Titles”

• Finding potential collaborators

– Analyze topic search results by “Author” or “Organizations-
Enhanced”

• Improve your efficiency

– Create “Citation Alert”

– Save “Marked Lists” for important documents



Librarian Use 
Cases

• Tracking Institution research output

– Search using “Organization-Enhanced”

– Create “Alert” to be informed of new papers

– “Create Citation Report” to see trends and citation performance

– Records can be saved in “Marked Lists” or downloaded into 
text/excel files

• Find journals important for your institution

– Search using “Organization-Enhanced”

– Analyze search results by “Source Titles”



Simple Analytics with WoS
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WoS comes with simple analytical tools

In this example, you can see that the topic (Zika) was quiet 

for many years before spiking in 2016

Sharp recent rise



Citation Report Can be Used to Analyze Your Own Publications 



Analyze your search results

Institutions publishing on the topic “Zika”:



Analyze your search results

Authors publishing on the topic “Zika”:



Universiti Teknologi Malaysia’s 
Research Performance

on the Web of Science



UTM’s Research Output

As of 13 Aug 2019



Citation Report
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UTM Papers are influencing 
406 Highly Cited Papers



Further analyse which Institutions are 
citing your papers
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UTM Top Authors

Top Authors Citing UTM Papers



Add-On Tools
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You can install the Chrome Extension and search WoS
from anywhere

https://chrome.google.com/webstore/search/web%20of%20science

https://chrome.google.com/webstore/search/web of science


Kopernio provides one-click access to legal PDFs

Kopernio is a browser plug-in that delivers the best available PDF at your point of need, based on 
your library’s subscription.

• You can install and use Kopernio for free.

• Workflow automation tool finds PDFs as you 
browse the internet.

• Integrates with over 20 thousand scholarly sites, 
including Google Scholar and Pubmed.

• Always attempts to point you to the final 
published paper.

• Records usage in your COUNTER reports.

• Increases reach and impact of your institutional 
subscriptions.

Install in Chrome

Firefox Extension

More information 
for libraries

https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/kopernio/fjgncogppolhfdpijihbpfmeohpaadpc
kopernio.com/extensions/firefox/kopernio-0.2.51.xpi
https://kopernio.com/for-libraries


Publons
To Track Researchers’ Reviews and Publications



Visibility and discoverability of peer reviews via Publons
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What is Publons?
Helping researchers get credit for peer review activities

600,000

Researchers
3 million+ 

Reviews
25,000+ 

Journals

253
Users with profiles at your 

institutions



Questions?



Web of Science Group retains all intellectual property rights in, and asserts rights of confidentiality over, all parts of its response submitted within this presentation. 
By submitting this response we authorise you to make and distribute such copies of our proposal within your organisation and to any party contracted directly 
to solely assist in the evaluation process of our presentation on a confidential basis. Any further use will be strictly subject to agreeing appropriate terms.

Thank you

+65 9772 1176

Dju-lyn.Chng@Clarivate.com

Dju-Lyn Chng, Solution Consultant (ASEAN) 


